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Spike Selection Guide 
The choice of spike type and size is generally dependent on the event and competition 
surface. There are also many factors associated with the athlete that impact the choice i.e. 
power, weight, flexibility. For this reason the seasoned athlete will have many different sizes 
and styles and swap them over as required.  

If you’re just starting out in Little Athletics select the 6mm conical spikes ... but please read 
on. If in doubt, talk to one of our coaches. 

Spike Size Selection 

SALAA rules state that: 

“Spikes must be no longer than 7mm except for specialised High Jump and Javelin 
shoes with heel spikes in which case the maximum length is 9mm .” 

As a basic rule, if you’re not slipping with the shorter spikes then don’t go longer – it’s just a waste of 
energy. 

For the Bulkana Oval grass track, 7mm spikes are recommended. However our LJ/TJ surface is very 
hard so 6mm spikes are recommended especially for the younger athletes. For these athletes 6mm 
will probably also suffice on the grass. 

For Athletics SA Stadium, the following recommendations are made: 

• 7mm for older athletes across all events except middle distance where 6mm is preferred 
• 6mm for younger athletes across all events 

Basically the selection is based on the ability of the athlete to tolerate the increased muscular and 
joint loads created. For power events (sprints and jumps) the forces are high but short. For middle 
distance the forces are lower but must be sustained for longer. 

There is also a choice of whether to use all 7 spikes per foot or insert a blank in the middle of the 
back row or in the inner middle hole of each foot. This becomes a matter of preference and comfort.  

Spike Type Selection 

SALAA rules state that: 

“Only conical or pyramid spike types will be permitted.” 

As a general rule you would also use a slightly shorter pyramid spike than a conical spike. 
The pyramid spikes are designed for surfaces with good rebound qualities. They have no 
advantage over conical spikes on grass tracks. The current Athletics SA Stadium surface in its 
current state is not really a high rebound surface. Neither are the TTGAC LJ/TJ run-ups. 
Hence we’ve chosen to only stock conical spikes. They are a good all-purpose shape and you 
can’t really go wrong with them. 


